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they want to have sex; they don't have the knowledge or resources to negotiate using contraception, ... after unprotected sex. ... To unfetter = set free : libÃ©rer. 
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Theme : Birth control



Source: http://www.pathfinder.org/blog/adolescents-deserve-better-the-critical-need-for-emergency-contraception-1.html Question: describe the document and explain what the organization Pathfinder International aims at. Then explain in a few words how pills work to prevent unintended pregnancy. Discuss the US birth control policy. Doc:



Worldwide, adolescence is often a period of vulnerability. It is during this time that many young people begin their sexual lives and in the countries where Pathfinder works, many get married and begin childbearing. Yet, adolescents and adolescent girls in particular have limited knowledge of their bodies and very little power to stand up for themselves in the face of men, family members, community leaders, and long held traditions. Some adolescents don't have the choice to say with whom and when they want to have sex; they don't have the knowledge or resources to negotiate using contraception, including condoms; and, they face innumerable barriers to accessing the sexual and reproductive health services they require to prevent unintended pregnancies and their consequences, which can include unsafe abortion and risk of maternal mortality. Pathfinder recognizes the obstacles young people have to overcome to seek sexual and reproductive health services, including contraception. That is why we dedicate our efforts to empowering young women, reducing barriers to sexual and reproductive health services, and working with communities to foster supportive environments for them. Through our work, we ensure that young people have access to a full range of contraceptive methods, including emergency contraception. Emergency contraception offers all women, including adolescents, a critical second chance to prevent unintended pregnancy. On Wednesday, we learned that girls and young women in the US will continue to face an all too similar barrier to one we strive to break down in the communities where we work. The United States Secretary of Health and Human Services has overruled the evidence-based recommendations of the US Food and Drug Administration and denied the approval of Plan B One-Step for over-the-counter access to women of all ages, meaning that young women under age 17 will still require a prescription for emergency contraception. The decision to ignore evidence and place politics above science continues the current practice of denying adolescents in the US the right to unfettered access to emergency contraception, a safe and effective method of preventing unintended pregnancy after unprotected sex. By its very nature, emergency contraception can only work when women and girls have immediate and unconditional access. With this decision, the US has increased the likelihood that American adolescents will face the unfortunate situation of an unintended pregnancy—a situation we work so hard to help young girls and women in low-resource countries to avoid.



About Pathfinder... Pathfinder International, based in Watertown, Massachusetts, is a global non-profit organization that focuses on reproductive health, family planning, HIV/AIDS prevention and care, and maternal health. The organization operates in more than 20 developing countries throughout Africa, Asia, the Near East, and Latin America. While Pathfinder International was originally incorporated as The Pathfinder Fund in 1957, their family planning work began in the late 1920s when Pathfinder founder, Clarence Gamble, heir of the Procter & Gamble soap company fortune, supported efforts to introduce contraception to women and couples in the United States and 60 other countries. He also launched the first community-based service model, which is still the foundation of Pathfinder’s success today. Like many older birth control organizations, Pathfinder initially overlapped with the eugenics movement. The founder, Clarence Gamble, was a member of Human Betterment League of North Carolina and advocated forced sterilization of mental patients. During the 1970s, the organization was accused of distributing unsafe contraceptives. Specifically, Pathfinder continued to distribute the Dalkon Shield internationally after it had been pulled from the U.S. market due to high infection rates and used Depo-Provera when it was still considered experimental prior to FDA approval. Source: Wikipedia



Word box To deserve = to merit Critical: crucial To empower to do : donner les moyens de faire Over the counter = without prescription : sans ordonnance To unfetter = set free : libérer Likelihood = probability
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Birth of the Cool 

over WMCA (570 AM) and recorded off the air by Boris Rose. Joost at the Roostâ€� was never recorded by the nonet. The remaining titles were recorded at Capitol ...
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Report of Birth Form - Paris 

Report of Birth Form to be duly accomplished in Quadruplicate (four original copies). If you ... Original and four photocopies of the Birth Certificate of the child.
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camp theme 

Steven McNeilly Aom Phoenix Arizona and Kidri Diggs Aom Columbia, South Carolina. www.eveninglight.ca. Bible, music instruments, pillow, sleeping bag,.
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Theme : EVOLUTION 

Jan 20, 2008 - Theme : EVOLUTION. Question: Using the document, Explain why elephant tusks size has halved since the mid-19th century. Most predators ...
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Theme : EVOLUTION 

Despite their small body and brain size, H. floresiensis made and used stone tools, hunted small elephants and large rodents, coped with predators such as ...
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Page 1 birth to 15 kg/birth - 36 months eVallite duo Stroller C tals. Jad ... 

Assemblage de la poussette 23 7 Appuie-mains avant 15 Verrouillage secondaire .... Pour régler la position du point dancrage du harnais d'épaules, retournez ... de retenue pour bébé/enfantest ouvert sur la poignée droite de la poussette. 2.
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Theme 3 website 
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The Simpsons Theme 

... Music by Green Day. J = 150 wwwwwwwww. å�� .. .â€¦ ....ã€‚ #. # si. 5. 5 7. Fam. 5 ... 8. 810 12. 11 13 14. 11 13 14. 12 14. 16. 8 10 12. 12 14. 15. 43Â° #ee wwww.
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mia & sebastian's theme - Musicroom 

Lyrics by BENJ PASEK & JUSTIN PAUL. © 2016 Justin Hurwitz Music (BMI), B Lion Music (BMI), and Warner-Tamerlane Publishing Corp. (BMI), all administered ...
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Page 1 birth to 15 kg/birth - 36 months eVallite duo Stroller C tals. Jad ... 

Assemblage de la poussette 23 7 Appuie-mains avant 15 Verrouillage secondaire .... Pour régler la position du point dancrage du harnais d'épaules, retournez ... de retenue pour bébé/enfantest ouvert sur la poignée droite de la poussette. 2.
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Ventus theme real.mus - Wells'Spirit 

Kingdom Hearts Bith by Sleep. Ventus' Theme. Composed by Yoko Shimomura. Arranged by Cessebabe. Cesar Pawlik. |0. 3,â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ Piano roo oo. |. In. 3. å°�.
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ClassyCharcoal beamer theme - tlog 

When changing your theme to one with a clearer background, the carved effect may become quite ugly ! There is a simple workaround exists: pass the â€œdummyâ€� ...
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MYUNG Theme - Valdata 

000 cresc. mf. OT. 3. #. 0 0. E' : : : I : .',. 2) ..â€¢ ':' .. .... .... .' : dim. 0 0. *: ::, :: i: #. #. VO-. Anime Scores - free anime sheet music and more www.animescores.com.
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Theme and Variations 

Ó. Œ œ œ# œ œœ œ# œ#œ œ œ œœ œ œb œ œœ œ# œ œ#. Œ. Ó. Œ œœœ œœ œ œœ œœ œ œœ œœœœœ# œœ#. ˙˙˙b™™™ œœ.
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Japan legislators may accept surrogate birth technologies 

Nov 12, 2013 - JAPAN - The outline of a bill compiled by a Liberal Democratic Party project team allows some assisted reproduction technologies, such as ...
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Plais StÃ©phane Date of birth 

Image processing and signal analysis (OpenGL, Matlab). Networking architectures ... Sara Fleury (Research engineer at Laas, CNRS) : [email protected].
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defiant birth reist melinda tankard dbid ehz 
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Jacob's Theme - Sheets Piano 

Jacob's Theme. Howard shore. Arranged by Carolina Eiras SÃ¡ From "The Twilight Saga: Eclipse". Allegretto..... 44. 44......
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Amber - Theme Castel Country 

MUSIQUE: Live to love another day. (Keith URBAN) BPM 144. RIGHT SIDE ROCK, KICK, SIDE ROCK, CROSS SIDE BEHIND. 1, 2. PD Ã  D, revenir sur PG. 3.
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AWOKEN ICON THEME 

In this pdf I show options provided in the customization script, to take advantage of the main ... brsev (DA page): for the idea to develop such a wonderful iconset.
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The birth of Prolog - Alain Colmerauer 

3.2 Rule application strategy . ... 4.3 Implementation of the preliminary Prolog . ... several non-deterministic context-free analyzers in Algol 60 and a French para- ..... provers, Alain's research on the logical formulation of grammars and numerous
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the new birth - The Real Good News 

Now, did you really understand what being born again means, what it implies in your life? What changes it brings about? Many ask themselves this question but ...
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Grozone Control Grozone Control 

Â«Er.3Â». Alternately with sensor values. Error 8. Memory corruption problem: all settings have been reset to factory settings. You may need to re-enter your settings. If problem persists, call your retailer. Â«Er.8Â». Alternately with sensor values.
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